Circle the correct answer to each question.

How would her words be consistent with her actions?

- She feels sleepy and stays up to read a book
- She feels lively and lies down in bed
- She’s exhausted and she runs around the school
- She says she’s hungry and she makes herself a sandwich

What place would be a good resource for information?

- A library
- A gas station
- A restaurant
- A playground

Where would be a perfect setting for a summer picnic?

- A park
- The kitchen
- School
- In front of the TV

Does an imaginary friend exist in real life?

- Yes
- No
- Maybe
- Perhaps

When would you need an illustration?

- When you need a pen and paper
- When you want to read the instructions
- When written instructions are tough and it’s easier to understand a picture or diagram
- When you want to listen to the instructions
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